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EARTH DAY 1970
The consumers' one-man army, Ralph 
Nader, challenged college students to 
have a "greater concern for the phy­
siological integrity of the human be­
ing.'' "People,'' he said, "particularly 
college students, can get incensed 
about violations of civil rights, but I 
have yet to see a demonstration 
against a man-made environmental 
hazard.'' The student body of Rosary 
Hill College accepted that challenge 
in April as they joined students across 
the nation in the observance of Earth 
Day. In addition to a "Can-In” , and 
the ominous igniting of a barrel of 
Lake Erie water, a tree was planted 
on campus to signify their effort to 
"Give Earth A Chance.”
COVER: The symbols of Faith, Hope 
and Love seemed an appropriate cov­
er illustration for this follow-up issue 
on involvement. To be involved in 
your community is to exhibit Faith 
in the past, Hope for the future, and 
Love now.
Toys In the 
Clinic
Sister Justine Lyons' job is child's 
play — or so it would seem to the 
unenlightened eavesdropper. Her 
"playroom'' is Duns Scotus Room 228 
and much of her day appears to be 
spent putting together jig-saw puzzles, 
singing songs and playing Skill Ball. 
Yet her work is of great importance 
to the community.
Sister Justine Lyons is speech path­
ologist for the Rosary Hill College 
Speech Clinic.
The clinic was originally opened 
only to Rosary Hill students. In 1968, 
therapy services were extended to 
the Buffalo community. Since then, 
over 600 children and adults have 
been screened. Over fifty of these 
speech handicapped individuals have 
received therapy on a regular basis.
They have ranged from stutterers 
and lispers to the brain damaged, even 
to individuals with thick foreign ac­
cents. They have all, however, shared 
a common problem —an impediment 
to one of the most basic human needs: 
the ability to communicate.
It has been estimated that one 
per cent of the population stutters. 
This means that in an area such as 
Buffalo, over 13,000 people stutter. 
This also means that everyone has at 
least a relative, a friend, a classmate 
or co-worker who stutters.
Furthermore, stuttering is only 
one of the many speech defects. Arti­
culation difficulties affect a great 
number more. The childlike lisp is no 
longer "cute” when the child has 
grown into a burly man or sophisti­
cated woman.
The inability to produce certain 
vowels or consonants is also a handi­
cap . . . although not considered such, 
as readily perhaps, as the cleft palate 
or laryngectomy. A speech defect, 
according to Sister Justine, is probably 
one of the greatest handicaps.
"It is frequently mistaken for a 
mental handicap. The individual's in­
telligence may be questioned because 
he cannot speak according to accep­
table standards.”
The majority of individuals from 
the Buffalo community receiving ther­
apy on a regular basis at the Rosary 
Hill College Speech Clinic are child­
ren, ranging in age from four to 
eleven years. Often, speech handi­
capped children are thought by their 
parents to be mentally retarded, es­
pecially when such difficulties cannot 
be traced to physical abnormalities. 
However, there are many possible 
causes for a speech handicap; mental 
deficiency is only one. The cause may 
by physical or emotional. An incor­
rectly learned speech pattern may be 
at fault. The speech handicap may 
also be the result of a combination 
of these.
If the parents of a speech handi­
capped child convince themselves 
that he is therefore mentally deficient, 
they may begin treating him like a 
speechless puppy. They may even 
avoid all vocal communication with 
the child since it is emotionally pain­
ful for the parent to listen.
With the parents and others in the 
child's environment anticipating and 
catering to his unvoiced needs, the 
child has no incentive to communi­
cate. In addition, the child may sense 
his parents' embarassment at his at­
tempts to speak and may, himself, 
develop a feeling of shame. Although 
speech handicaps are rarely simple, 
one can see how the attitudes of 
those around the child may often 
complicate the problem.
The therapy needed in such cases, 
therefore, is of a kind which encour­
ages speech. Since toys and games are 
the most natural means for holding 
a child's attention, Sister Justine uses 
these play therapy materials to elicit 
correct speech patterns. The fun is 
put back into speaking for the child.
Moreover, toys and games are a 
real-life situation for the child. Sister 
Justine sets up lesson plans for each 
therapy session, but more often than 
not, she finds herself following the 
lead of the child. A spontaneous ses­
sion provides for a more meaningful 
situation for the child. What he is 
taught is, thereby, more apt to take 
hold.
With other children, in the nine to 
twelve year age range, the games 
selected are of a competitive nature. 
But "playing” is just a vehicle used to 
teach the child by repetition, imita­
tion and control. Great care is taken 
to avoid having the therapy sessions 
become game oriented. The aim is 
to encourage in the speech handi­
capped child the development of the 
ability to function with others in a 
social situation.
"On the whole it is mostly plod­
ding, but once in a while we make 
a dramatic advance.”
"I worked with onechild,” recalls 
Sister Justine,” who had an extremely 
sensitive gag-reflex — he couldn't 
produce certain consonants. I had 
tried every method available with no 
success. I had all but given up. Then, 
for no explainable reason, during 
what would have been one of our last 
therapy sessions together, he respond­
ed miraculously.”
In the history of the speech clinic 
there has been only one case where 
therapy produced no response. While 
one therapist may be unsuccessful, 
another may be effective, so no case 
should be hastily judged as hopeless.
By the same token, a speech han­
dicap should not be taken lightly.
"An individual with aspeech han­
dicap or the parent of such a child 
should never hesitate to seek help. 
There is no ability needed more than 
speech.”
Sister Justine often uses Pee-bo, the pup­
pet, to elicit correct speech patterns.
A
Community 
Of Service
by Rev. Robert M. Smyth 
Spiritual Director
Bernard Cooke in The Challenge o f 
Vatican II, insists,
"Only where there are free people, 
responsibly exercising their own ini­
tiative, will there be a people of God 
speaking the mystery of Christ. He 
came, after all, to make men free. 
He came to help people fulfill them­
selves and to do so IN COMMUNITY. 
The fulfillment of the individual can 
come only in community and there 
can be a good community only where 
there are genuine individuals. This is 
the whole burden of Revelation, and 
it can be accomplished only when 
people are exercising freedom; to the 
extent that people are not genuinely 
free (in the context of a community) 
there is no Christianity."
The college community responds 
with an insistence of its own. Per­
haps because it is a microcosm, a 
little world, divergent from the main 
line but similar to it; perhaps because 
of the youth that pervades and in­
habits it — the campus of a Christian 
institute demands the recognition of 
a unanimous and harmonious com­
munity of free and responsible indi­
viduals. Whatever takes from that 
truth frustrates and protests.
Rosary Hill was . . . is . . . will be 
a Christian institute. That commands 
community. But to enter into that life 
without doubt, without questioning 
is not possible and not desirable. To 
clarify the reality of a free individual 
in a free community is the aim of the 
educational process. It is not enough 
for us to say, in response to the re­
ligious inclination of the age, that we 
recognize a Christ demanding com­
munity. That is at least partially in­
correct and totally unfulfilled. None 
of us has an adequate understanding 
of that reality in Christ. All of us 
need a constant experience, conso­
nant with the truth, to increase our 
understanding of Him. Today's stu­
dent — for that matter, today's Chris­
tian — demands that experience as 
a requisite to today's faith.
Father Robert Smyth
Father Cooke continues, "Ouf self 
giving then becomes a restless sort 
of thing until all men live in freedom 
and dignity. Each of us does not carry 
around on our own shoulders the 
burden of the whole world, but as 
a group and as individuals within the 
group we cannot be content until 
human beings have the kind of free­
dom they are meant to have and un­
less they live in the kind of dignity 
that is intended for them as sons of 
God. This is the real root of the social 
apostolate. We act in the world not 
simply because the popes have told 
us to, but because we have (we are!) 
a profound concern for people."
This community is, then, a com­
munity of service. Nothing less. Our 
love is sacrament; Christ, in and 
through me, is still loving people. If
that happens, then I am a word to 
these people of Christ's love, a wit­
ness to that love.
In this there is hope for our age, 
in young Christians, people with a 
restless concern that will drive them 
on to these things no matter what 
price is demanded.
A great change has taken place 
in the experience of campus Chris­
tians. The call and the meaning of 
Christ has changed for them. They 
find that the religious things that 
worked for them in the past do not 
work for them anymore. For some 
reason, which demands explanation, 
being "religious" is not what it used 
to be.
While a world in rapid expanse 
rails around it in protest of dehum­
anization and a plea for the person, 
the campus might need to question 
its own organization as a single com­
munity of those who have freely chos­
en to live responsibly to it and within 
it.
What does it mean now to be a 
Christian campus if, in fact, there is 
no community, but rather, several 
communities where specifically reli­
gious persons withdraw to their own 
schemes and schedules, within their 
convents to eat, to worship, to live 
there, against the intrusion of classes 
— while a student body forms a com­
munity of itself, or the severed com­
munities of its residents and com­
muters? Why are there "breeds" of 
instruction, and instructors, some of 
whom perform a service in classrooms 
and others who singularly regard the 
educational process as a living exper­
ience, deeply involved in all activities 
and locations of colleagues and stu­
dents alike?
The real question is whether or 
not the Christian campus will meet 
the searching student who is turned 
on to the communal, and personally 
convicted in service. This is a certain 
goal which can only be achieved in 
concert.
Our duty as Christians and educa- 
(cont'd. p. 31)
Outstanding Young Women 
O f America ☆ i t  i t  i r  ☆ i t
"Outstanding Young Women of America” is an annual program designed to 
recognize the abilities ofyoung women between the ages of 21 and 35 through­
out the nation who unselfishly contribute to the betterment of their com­
munities, professions, and country.
Each year some 5,000 young women are nominated by leading women's 
organizations and college alumnae associations across the country. Their com­
plete biographical sketches are featured in the annual compilation, Outstanding 
Young Women of America.
The program was conceived by the leaders of the nation's women's clubs 
who felt that young women who give their time for community projects should 
be recognized.
Several Rosary Hill College alumnae have been selected as "Outstanding 
Young Women of 1969.” They are featured on the following pages.
It is our hope that the recognition of these young women will inspire others 
to give their time to addi tional civic responsibilities.
MAUREEN CREAGH GREGSON '66 
B.S. Elementary Education
A member of the Delta Epsilon Sigma 
Honor Society, Gamma Epsilon Chap­
ter, Maureen currently holds the office 
of secretary.
She has been actively involved in 
the Rosary Hill College Alumnae As­
sociation, as chairman of the Informal 
Reunion of the 1970 Homecoming, 
and as chairman of various commit­
tees for previous alumnae-sponsored 
events. Maureen has often given her 
time to serve as an Alumnae Fund 
worker and is a formerClass Reporter 
for Response.
In community volunteer work, 
Maureen and her husband Peter have 
worked together on several Jaycee 
projects including News Election Ser­
vice, and local Jaycee campaign work.
Another team effort for the Greg- 
sons is working on Boy Scout activi­
ties. Maureen volunteers clerical and
bookkeeping service for Peter's pro­
jects as scout master.
"I enjoy being busy with worth­
while projects. I especially like keep­
ing up with alumnae activities. There 
are so many functions tochoose from, 
both educational and social. Doing 
volunteer work is always rewarding. 
I try to give what time I can spare. I 
appreciate the outside interests that 
help balance my daily routine.”
The Gregson Family —  David, Peter, Kevin 
and Maureen.
The Bürgin Family — Michael, Pat, Karl 
and Sharrie.
PATRICIA DADANTE BURGIN '60 
B.S. Biology
Mothering two children is usually 
enough to keep one's self occupied — 
but not for Pat. She also finds time 
to substitute-teach high school sci­
ence and is an active member of St. 
John Maron's Altar Rosary Society.
Pat and her husband Karl both 
volunteer their time to ALSAC (Aiding 
Leukemia Stricken American Child­
ren) as Board Advisors.
Pat has been an active member of 
the Alumnae Association's Buffalo 
Chapter for the past seven years, 
serving as the chapter's treasurer in 
1968-69. She is a director and the 
financial administrator of the chap­
ter's very successful Camp Catalpa.
Pat has always exercised a con­
cern for the general interests of the 
Alumnae Association. She was the 
1969 Homecoming chairman and has 
volunteered her assistance every year 
for the Fund campaign.
HELEN HABERMEHL LIEBLER '63 
B.A. Math
Helen's community involvement to a 
great extent has been with the col­
lege community of Rosary Hill. Elected 
to the Alumnae Board of Governors 
in 1966, she has served as treasurer 
and President-elect and recently as­
sumed the Presidency for 1970-71. 
She is also a member of the Rosary 
Hill College Long Range Planning 
Committee.
"I feel the college offers so much 
now and promises so much more in 
the future. I'm happy to stay part of 
Rosary Hill and help in any way. It 
is enlightening to stay active in the 
college community."
Helen has also found time to teach 
a Marriage and family course for 
Catholic schools and for the past 
three years she has taught in the 
Social Christianity Program.
"I felt .1 needed to be involved 
outside my everyday life as a wife 
and mother. I think I'm a happier, 
more fulfilled, and hopefully, a more 
interesting person for taking on other 
interests.
"My work with young people has 
always been a case of learning and 
receiving much more than I feel I'm 
teaching or giving."
The Liebler Family —  Bob, Bobby, Helen 
and newborn Thomas.
BARBARA MIRANTE '63 
B.A. Sociology
Barbara received her M.S. in Elemen­
tary Education from Oswego State 
University College in 1967 and is 
currently Resource - Corrective Read­
ing teacher at Brandegee School, Uti­
ca, New York. In this capacity she is 
responsible for formulating programs 
to further understanding between the 
teachers and the community. Brande­
gee is considered a "target school" 
since the children there are of dis­
advantaged background.
Barbara has been active in politics 
and has participated in a number of 
campaigns and political organiza­
tions. In 1968, she attended the Demo­
cratic National Convention as admin­
istrative assistant to the Oneida Coun­
ty Democratic chairman.
Her service to the Utica commun­
ity includes active participation in the 
Greater Utica Winter Carnival. She 
was instrumental in its organization 
and has served as a member of the 
board of directors since 1967, and 
in 1969 became chairman of that 
board. She has also served as Carni­
val chairman.
She belongs to numerous profes­
sional education organizations includ­
ing the New York State Teachers As­
sociation, Mohawk Valley Council In­
ternational Reading Association, and 
National Education Association.
Barbara Mirante
CAROL LANO HUGHES '60 
B.S. Biology
Carol is a leader and current parish 
chairman of the Diocesan Discussion 
Program for mothers of young child­
ren. The aim of the group is to help 
its members to be better parents 
through a better understanding of 
themselves. To teach Christianity to 
their children, these mothers strive to 
be more aware of it in themselves.
Carol has also been actively in­
volved with the Rosary Hill College 
community. In 1967 she was elected
to the Alumnae Board of Governors. 
The next year she served as activities 
coordinator for thè Board. This past 
year Carol served as Corresponding 
Secretary and has been instrumental 
in organizing Alumnae Chapter Wel­
come Teas for prospective students.
The Hughes Family — Gerald, Heather, 
Carol and Bradley.
The Heffern Family —  Maureen, Kathy, 
Bob, Molly and Dennis.
KATHLEEN BYRON HEFFERN '64 
B.A. English
Kathy and her husband, Robert, are 
a very community-minded couple, 
and their community isglobal. A week 
after they were married, they joined 
the Extension Lay Volunteers and 
worked as teachers for a year in a 
small rural town of Southeast Mis­
souri.
The Hefferns have an active inter­
est in the Experiment for International 
Living program. Serving as the host 
family for the group in 1968, the 
Hefferns opened their home thatsum- 
mer to a man from India.
(cont'd. p. 31)
Community 
Leader 
O f America
Mrs. Marion Elmer
An undergraduate at Buffalo State became 
involved in community work at the inspir­
ation of her Education professors. That in­
volvement has since been a lifetime en­
deavor leading to her recent selection for 
inclusion in "Community Leaders of Am­
erica." She is Mrs. Marion Short Elmer, 
Associate Professor of Education at Rosary 
Hill College. Her inclusion in the bio­
graphical volume is in recognition of her 
outstanding service to the Buffalo Com­
munity.
Before the term ''inner city" was part of the American vocabulary, Mrs. Marion 
Elmer involved herself in this area of community work. As an undergraduate at 
Buffalo State, Mrs. Elmer volunteered her time and talents at the Friendship 
Settlement House, then located on Monroe Street in downtown Buffalo. Spon­
sored by the Westminister Church, the Settlement House enlisted the aid of 
college students to teach, coach and direct the activities of the black and 
white mixture of youngsters in the neighborhood. Mrs. Elmer taught afternoon 
and evening classes in dramatics and story interpretation to area students of 
elementary and high school age. This was just the beginning.
As a senior, Mrs. Elmer began to do volunteer visiting teacher work in the 
Buffalo city schools. At that time, many of the schools had visiting teachers 
who were to follow up children experiencing difficulties. In this very personal 
program, Mrs. Elmer devoted Saturday mornings to taking one child at a time 
under her wing.
''Sometimes this meant schoolwork. More often it involved a trip to the 
museum, or downtown shopping area, a walk around the waterfront, or bus ride 
to the zoo.
I've never regretted the time spent with this part of my education, because 
I consider it a vital part of a teacher's growth."
In 1940, teaching jobs were not plentiful and September after graduation 
found Mrs. Elmer teaching in a one-room country school where there had 
never before been a teacher from outside the neighborhood.
Community involvement here in the country school meant starting a Moth­
ers' Club, organizing spelling bees for the community, carolling in the Christ­
mas season, and at one time even a quilting session.
Raising a family did not limit Mrs. Elmer's circle of attention. On the con­
trary, her family gave her new outlets for community involvement. Her long­
time interest in scouting found new incentive. With one boy after the other 
in Boy Scouts, Mrs. Elmer served as Den Mother and as a committee woman in 
the Scouting Program at All Saints Church in Buffalo.
Today, her interest has extended to Girl Scouts and she was awarded the 
Five Year Service Pin. When herdaughter Janet was in Brownies, Mrs. Elmer was 
a Brownie Leader and now has Cadette Troop 945 which meets in the Forest 
Road Church each week.
A dedicated educator, Marion Elmer has joined with other women in the 
field of education to form a New York State Chapter of the Elementary Kinder­
garten Nursery Educators. Instrumental in the planning, Mrs. Elmer has served 
the group as State Program Chairman. The group's second workshop meeting 
was held on the Rosary Hill Campus April 18. This is the first time the asso­
ciation has had a state chapter and it has focused state interest on the Buffalo 
area.
The Niagara Frontier Reading Council, a chapter of the International Read­
ing Association, has benefitted from Mrs. Elmer's close interest for the last 
eight years. She has acted as the Chairman of the Annual Reading Conference, 
a western New York conference which draws over 1200 educators from New 
York, Pennsylvania, and Canada. She has served on the Executive Board of this 
group and was installed as President of the Council in May.
The American Association of University Women is another interest to which 
Mrs. Elmer devotes time. She worked on the Annual Used Book Sale held the 
week of April 13. The proceeds of this sale are used to award scholarships 
to women who have proven leadership, scholarship and financial need. This 
year the Association's project was a sealed bid auction and Mrs. Elmer was 
involved in getting art pieces and books authored by creative women
(cont'd. p. 31)
nineteen eighty! A few months ago the date had a comforting re­
moteness about it. f t was detached from today’s reality; too distant to 
worry about. But now, with the advent of a new decade, 1980 sud­
denly has become the next milepost to strive for. Suddenlyi for the 
nation’s colleges and universities and those who care about them, 1980 
is not so far away after all.
Campus disruptions: 
a burning issue 
for the Seventies
Nad
Last year s record tivc violent
protests protests
Public universities . . . . .  43.0% 13J%
Private universities . . . . . . . . . . . . .  70.5% 34.4%
Public 4-yr colleges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  21.7% ,  8.0%
Private nonsectarian 4-yr colleges. 42.6% 7.3%
Protestant 4-yr colleges . . . . . . . .  17.8% 1.7%
Catholic 4-yr colleges .. . . . . . .   8.5% 2.6%
Private.2-yr colleges . . . . . . . . . . . . .   0.0% 0.0%
Public 2-yr colleges . . . ___ •.. .  10.4% 4.5%
between now and then, our colleges and uni­
versities will have more changes to make, more 
major issues to confront, more problems to solve, 
more demands to meet, than in any comparable period in their history. 
In 1980 they also will have:
► More students to serve— an estimated 11.5-million, compared to 
some 7.5-million today.
► More professional staff members to employ—a projected 1.1- 
million, compared to 785,000 today.
► Bigger budgets to meet— an estimated $3 9-billion in uninflated, 
1968-69 dollars, nearly double the number of today.
► Larger salaries to pay— $16,532 in 1968-69 dollars for the 
average full-time faculty member, compared to $11,595 last year.
► More library books to buy—half a billion dollars’ worth, com­
pared to $200-million last year.
► New programs that are not yet even in existence—with an an­
nual cost of $4.7-billion.
Those are careful, well-founded projections, prepared by one of the 
leading economists of higher education, Howard R. Bowen. Yet they 
are only one indication of what is becoming more and more evident 
in every respect, as our colleges and universities look to 1980:
No decade in the history of higher education—not even the eventful 
one just ended, with its meteoric record of growth—has come close to 
what the Seventies are shaping up to be.
before they can get there, the colleges and 
universities will be put to a severe test of their 
resiliency, resourcefulness, and strength.
No newspaper reader or television viewer needs to be told why. 
Many colleges and universities enter the Seventies with a burdensome 
inheritance: a legacy of dissatisfaction, unrest, and disorder on their 
campuses that has no historical parallel. It will be one of the great 
issues of the new decade,
Last academic year alone, the American Council on Education 
found that 524 of the country’s 2,342 institutions of higher education 
experienced disruptive campus protests. The consequences ranged from 
the occupation of buildings at 275 institutions to the death of one or 
more persons at eight institutions. In the first eight month? of 1969, 
an insurance-industry clearinghouse reported, campus disruptions caused 
$8.9-million in property damage.
Some types of colleges and universities were harder-hit "than others— 
but no type except private two-year colleges escaped completely. (See 
the table at left for the American Council on Education’s breakdown 
of disruptive and violent protests, according to the kinds of institution 
that underwent them.)
Harold Hodgkinson, of the Center for Research and Development 
in Higher Education at the University of California, studied more than 
1,200 campuses and found another significant fact: the bigger an institu­
tion’s enrollment, the greater the likelihood that disruptions took place. 
For instance:
► Of 501 institutions with fewer than 1,000 students, only 14 per 
cent reported that the level of protest had increased on their campuses 
over the past 10 years.
► Of 32 institutions enrolling between 15,000 and 25,000 students, 
75 per cent reported an increase in protests.
► Of 9 institutions with more than 25,000 students, all but one 
reported that protests had increased.
This relationship between enrollments and protests, Mr. Hodgkinson 
discovered, held true in both the public and the private colleges and 
universities:
“The public institutions which report an increase in protest have a 
mean size of almost triple the public institutions that report no change 
in protest,” he found. “The nonsectarian institutions that report in­
creased protest are more than twice the size of the nonsectarian institu­
tions that report no change in protest.”
Another key finding: among the faculties at protest-prone institu­
tions, these characteristics were common: “interest in research, lack of 
interest in teaching, lack of loyalty to the institution, and support of 
dissident students.”
Nor—contrary to popular opinion—were protests confined to one 
or two parts of the country (imagined by many to be the East and West 
Coasts). Mr. Hodgkinson found no region in which fewer than 19 per 
cent of all college and university campuses had been hit by protests.
“It is very clear from our data,” he reported, “that, although some 
areas have had more student protest than others, there is no ‘safe’ 
region of the country.”
No campus in any 
region is really 
‘safe’ from protest
if
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Some ominous 
reports from 
the high schools
what will be the picture by the end of the 
decade? Will campus disruptions continue— and 
/D perhaps spread— throughout the Seventies? No 
questions facing the colleges and universities today are more critical, 
or more difficult to answer with certainty.
On the dark side are reports from hundreds of high schools to the 
effect that “the colleges have seen nothing, yet.” The National Asso­
ciation of Secondary School Principals, in a random survey, found that 
59 per cent of 1,026 senior and junior high schools had experienced 
some-form of student protest last year. A U.S. Office of Education 
official termed the high school disorders “usually more precipitous,
spontaneous, and riotlike” than those in the colleges. What such 
rumblings may presage for the colleges and universities to which many 
of the high school students are bound, one can only speculate.
Even so, on many campuses, there is a guarded optimism. “I know 
I may have to eat these words tomorrow,” said a university official who 
had served with the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention 
of Violence, “but I think we may have turned the corner.” Others echo 
his sentiments.
“If anything,” said a dean who almost superstitiously asked that he 
not be identified by name, “the campuses may be meeting their difficul­
ties with greater success than is society generally— despite the scare 
headlines;
“The student dissatisfactions are being dealt with, constructively, 
on many fronts. The unrest appears to be producing less violence and 
more reasoned searches for remedies— although I still cross my fingers 
when saying so.”
Some observers see another reason for believing that the more de­
structive forms of student protest may be on the wane. Large numbers 
of students, including many campus activists, appear to have been alien­
ated this year by the violent tactics of extreme radicals. And deep 
divisions have occurred in Students for a Democratic Society, the radical 
organization that was involved in many earlier campus disruptions.
In 1968, the radicals gained many supporters among moderate stu­
dents as a result of police methods in breaking up some of their demon­
strations. This year, the opposite has occurred. Last fall, for example, 
the extremely radical “Weatherman” faction of Students for a Demo­
cratic Society deliberately set out to provoke a violent police reaction 
in Chicago by smashing windows and attacking bystanders. To the 
Weathermen’s disappointment, the police were so restrained that they 
won the praise of many of their former critics— and not only large 
numbers of moderate students, but even a number of campus sds chap­
ters, said they had been “turned off” by the extremists’ violence.
The president of the University of Michigan, Robben Fleming, is 
among those who see a lessening of student enthusiasm for the extreme- 
radical approach. “I believe the violence and force will soon pass, 
because it has so little support within the student body,” he told an 
interviewer. “There is very little student support for violence of any 
kind, even when it’s directed at the university.”
At Harvard University, spene of angry student protests a year ago, 
a visitor found a similar outlook. “Students seem to be moving away 
from a diffuse discontent and toward a rediscovery of the values of 
workmanship,’1 said the master of Eliot House, Alan E. Heimert. “It’s 
as if they were saying, ‘The revolution isn’t right around the corner, 
so 'I’d better find my vocation and develop myself.’ ”
Bruce Chalmers, master of Winthrop House, saw “a kind of anti­
toxin in students’ blood” resulting from the 1969 disorders: “The dis­
ruptiveness, emotional intensity, and loss of time and opportunity last 
year,” he said, “have convinced people that, whatever happens, we must 
avoid replaying that scenario.”
A student found even more measurable evidence of the new mood: 
“At Lamont Library last week I had to wait 45 minutes to get a reserve 
book. Last spring, during final exams, there was no wait at all.”
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Despite the scare 
headlines, a mood 
of cautious optimism
\Many colleges have 
learned a lot 
from the disruptions
The need now: 
to work on reform, 
calmly, reasonably
PARTIALLY UNDERLYING THE CAUTIOUS OPTIMISM 
is a feeling that many colleges and universities— 
which, having been peaceful places for decades, 
were unprepared and vulnerable when the first disruptions struck—have 
learned a lot in a short time.
When they returned to many campuses last fall, students were greeted 
with what The Chronicle of Higher Education called “a combination of 
stem warnings against disruptions and conciliatory moves aimed at 
giving students a greater role in campus governance.”
Codes of discipline had been revised, and special efforts had been 
made to acquaint students with them. Security forces had been strength­
ened. Many institutions made it clear that they were willing to seek 
court injunctions and would call the police if necessary to keep the 
peace.
Equally important, growing numbers of institutions were recognizing 
that, behind the stridencies of protest, many student grievances were 
indeed legitimate. The institutions demonstrated (not merely talked 
about) a new readiness to introduce reforms. While, in the early days 
of campus disruptions, some colleges and universities made ad hoc 
concessions to demonstrators under the threat and reality of violence, 
more and more now began to take the initiative of reform, themselves.
The chancellor of the State University of New York, Samuel B. Gould, 
described the challenge:
“America’s institutions of higher learning . . . must do more than 
make piecemeal concessions to change. They must do more than merely 
defend themselves.
“They must take the initiative, take it in such a way that there is 
never a doubt as to what they intend to achieve and how all the compo­
nents of the institutions will be involved in achieving it. They must call 
together their keenest minds and their most humane souls to sit and 
probe and question and plan and discard and replan—until a new 
concept of the university emerges,- one which will fit today’s needs but 
will have its major thrust toward tomorrow’s.”
IF THEY ARE TO ARRIVE AT THAT DATE in improved 
condition, however, more and more colleges and 
universities— and their constituencies— seem to be 
saying they must work out their reforms in an atmosphere of calm and 
reason. ' /' .. ^
Cornell University’s vice-president for public affairs, Steven Muller 
(“My temperament has always been more activist than scholarly” ), 
put it thus before the American Political Science Association:
“The introduction of force into the university violates the very 
essence of academic freedom, which in its broadest sense is the freedom 
to inquire, and openly to proclaim and test conclusions resulting from 
inquiry. . . .
“It should be possible within the university to gain attention and to 
make almost any point and to persuade others by the use of reason. 
Even if this is not always true, it is possible to accomplish these ends 
by nonviolent and by noncoercive means,
“ Those who choose to employ violence or coercion within the uni­
versity cannot long remain there without destroying the whole fabric
of the academic environment. Most of those who today believe other­
wise are, in fact, pitiable victims of the very degradation of values they 
are attempting to combat.”
Chancellor Gould has observed:
“Among all social institutions today, the university allows more 
dissent, takes freedom of mind and spirit more seriously, and, under 
considerable sufferance, labors to create a more ideal environment for 
free expression and for the free interchange of ideas and emotions than 
any other institution in the land. >  . .
“But when dissent evolves into disruption, the university, also by its 
very nature, finds itself unable to cope . . .  without clouding the real 
issues beyond hope of rational resolution. . . .” -
The president of the University of Minnesota, Malcolm Moos, said 
not long ago:
“The ills of our campuses and our society are too numerous, too 
serious, and too fateful to cause anyone to believe that serenity is the 
proper mark of an effective university or an effective intellectual com­
munity. Even in calmer times any public college or university worthy 
of the name has housed relatively vocal individuals and groups of widely 
diverging political persuasions. . . .  The society which tries to get its 
children taught by fettered and fearful minds is trying not only to 
destroy its institutions of higher learning, but also to destroy itself. . . .
“[But] . . . violation of the rights or property of other citizens, on 
or off the campus, is plainly wrong. And it is plainly wrong no matter 
how high-minded the alleged motivation for such activity. Beyond that, 
those who claim the right to interfere with the speech, or movement, or 
safety, or instruction, or property of others on a campus— and claim 
that right because their hearts are pure or their grievance great— destroy 
the climate of civility and freedom without which the university simply 
cannot function as an educating institution.”
Can dissent exist 
in a climate of 
freedom and civility?
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THAT CLIMATE OF CIVILITY AND FREEDOM ap­
pears to be necessary before the colleges and uni- 
'□ versities can come to grips, successfully, with 
many of the other major issues that will confront them in the decade.
Those issues are large and complex. They touch all parts of the 
college and university community—faculty, students, administrators, 
board members, and alumni— and they frequently involve large seg­
ments of the public, as well. Many are controversial; some are poten­
tially explosive. Here is a sampling:
► What is the students’ rightful role in the running of a college or 
university? Should they be represented on the institution’s governing 
board? On faculty and administrative committees? Should their evalua­
tions of a teacher’s performance in the classroom play a part in the 
advancement of his career?
Trend: Although it is just getting under way, there’s a definite move­
ment toward giving students a greater voice in the affairs of many 
colleges and universities. At Wesleyan University, for example, the 
trustees henceforth will fill the office of chancellor by choosing from 
the nominees of a student-faculty committee. At a number of institu­
tions, young alumni are being added to the governing boards, do intro­
duce viewpoints that are closer to the students’. Others are adding 
students to committees or campus-wide governing groups: Teacher 
evaluations are becoming commonplace.
Not everyone approves the trend. “I am convinced that representa­
tion is not the clue to university improvement, indeed that if carried 
too far it could lead to disaster,” said the president of Yale University, 
Kingman Brewster, Jr. He said he believed most students were “not 
sufficiently interested in devoting their time and attention to the running 
of the university to make it likely that ‘participatory democracy’ will be 
truly democratic,” and that they would “rather have the policies of the 
university directed by the faculty and administration than by their class­
mates.”
To many observers’ surprise, Harold Hodgkinson’s survey of student 
protest, to which this report referred earlier, found that “the hypothesis
i that increased student control in institutional policy-making would 
result in a decrease in student protest is not supported by our data at 
all. The reverse would seem to be more likely.” Some 80 per cent of 
the 355 institutions where protests liad increased over the past 10 years 
reported that the students’ policy-making role had increased, too.
► How can the advantages of higher education be extended to 
greater numbers of minority-group youths? What if the quality pf their 
pre-college preparation makes it difficult, if not impossible, for many 
of them to meet the usual entrance requirements? Should colleges 
modify those requirements and offer remedial courses? Or should they 
maintain their standards, even if they bar the door to large numbers 
of disadvantaged persons?
Trend: A statement adopted this academic year by the National 
|  Association of College Admissions Counselors may contain some clues.
r At least 10 per cent of a college’s student body, it said, should be com-
i j r '  posed of minority students. At least half of those should be “high-risk” 
students who, by normal academic criteria, would not be expected to 
succeed in college. “Each college should eliminate the use of aptitude 
test scores as a major factor in determining eligibility for admission for 
minority students,” the admissions counselors’ statement said.
A great increase in the part played by community and junior colleges 
is also likely. The Joint Economic Committee of Congress was recently 
given this projection by Ralph W. Tyler, director emeritus of the Center 
for Advanced Study in Behavioral Sciences at Stanford, Cal.: “[Two- 
year colleges] now enroll more than 20 per cent of all students in post- 
high school institutions, and at the rate these colleges are increasing in 
number as well as in enrollment, it is safe to predict that 10 years from 
now 3-million students will be enrolled . . . representing one-third of 
the total post-high school enrollment and approximately one-half of all 
first- and second-year students.
“Their importance is due to several factors. They are generally 
open-door colleges, enrolling nearly all high school graduates or adults 
who apply. Because the students represent a very wide range of back­
ground and previous educational experience, the faculty generally 
recognizes the need for students to be helped to learn.”
What about the 
enrollment of youths 
from minority groups?
Negro institutions: 
what’s their future 
in higher education?
► What is the future of the predominantly Negro institutions of 
higher education?
Trend: Shortly after the current academic year began, the presidents 
of 111 predominantly Negro colleges— “a strategic national resource 
. . . more important to the national security than those producing the 
technology for nuclear warfare,” said Herman H. Long, president of 
Talladega College—rformed a new organization to advance their institu­
tions’ cause. The move was born of a feeling that the colleges were 
orphans in U.S. higher education, carrying a heavy responsibility for 
educating Negro students yet receiving less than their fair share of 
federal funds, state appropriations, and private gifts; losing some of 
their best faculty members to traditionally white institutions in the rush 
to establish “black studies” programs; and suffering stiff competition 
from the white colleges in the recruitment of top Negro high school 
graduates.
► How can colleges and universities, other than those with pre­
dominantly black enrollments, best meet the needs and demands of non­
white students? Should they establish special bourses, such as black 
studies? Hire more nonwhite counselors, faculty members, adminis­
trators? Acpede to some Negroes’ demands for separate dormitory 
facilities, student unions, and dining-hall menus?
Trend: “The black studies question, like the black revolt as a whole, 
lias raised all the fundamental problems of class power in American life, 
and the solutions will have to run deep into the structure of the institu­
tions themselves,” says a noted scholar in Negro history, Eugene D. 
Genovese, chairman of the history department at the University of 
Rochester.
Three schools of thought on black studies now can be discerned in 
American higher education. One, which includes many older-generation 
Negro educators, holds black studies courses in contempt. Another, 
at the opposite extreme, believes that colleges and universities must go 
to great lengths to atone for past injustices to Negroes. The third, 
between the first two groups, feels that “some forms of black studies are 
legitimate intellectual pursuits,” in the words of one close observer, 
“but that generally any such program must fit the university’s tradi­
tional patterns.” The last group, most scholars now believe, is likely 
to prevail in the coming decade.
As for separatist movements on the campuses, most have run into 
provisions of the federal Civil Rights Act of 1964, which bars discrimi­
nation in housing and eating facilities.
► What should be the role of the faculty in governing an institution 
of higher education? When no crisis is present, do most faculty mem­
bers really want an active part in governance? Or, except for supervising 
the academic program, do they prefer to concentrate on their own 
teaching and research?
Trend: In recent years, observers have noted that many faculty 
members were more interested in their disciplines—history or physics 
or medicine—than in the institutions they happened to be working for 
at the time. This seemed not unnatural, since more and more faculty 
members were moving from campus to campus and thus had less 
opportunity than their predecessors to develop a strong loyalty to one 
institution.
But it often meant that the general, day-to-day running of a college 
or university was left to administrative staff members, with faculty 
members devoting themselves to their scholarly subject-matter.
Campus disorders appear to have arrested this trend at some colleges 
and universities, at least temporarily. Many faculty members— alarmed 
at the disruptions of classes or feeling closer to the students’ cause than 
to administrators and law officers—rekindled their interest in the institu­
tions’ affairs. At other institutions, however, as administrators and 
trustees responded to student demands by pressing for academic re­
forms, at least some faculty members have resisted changing their ways. 
Said the president of the University of Massachusetts, John W, Lederle, 
not long ago: “Students are beginning to discover that it is not the ad­
ministration that is the enemy, but sometimes it is the faculty that drags 
its feet.” Robert Taylor, vice-president of the University of Wisconsin, 
was more optimistic: student pressures for academic reforms, he said, 
might “bring the professors back not only to teaching but to commit­
ment to the institution.”
The faculty:
what is its role
in campus governance?
► How can the quality oi college teaching be improved? In a sys­
tem in which the top academic degree, the Ph.D., is based largely on 
a man’s or woman’s research, must teaching abilities be neglected? In 
universities that place a strong emphasis on research, how can students 
be assured of a fair share of the faculty members’ interest and attention 
in the classroom?
Trend: The coming decade is likely to see an intensified search for 
Can the quality an answer to the teaching-“versus”-research dilemma. “Typical Ph.D.
of teaching training is simply not appropriate to the task of undergraduate teaching
be improved? and, in particular, to lower-division teaching in most colleges in this 
country,” said E. Alden Dunham of the Carnegie Corporation, in a 
recent book. He recommended a new “teaching degree,” putting “a 
direct focus upon undergraduate education.”.
Similar proposals are being heard in many quarters. “The spectacular 
growth of two- and four-year colleges has created the need for teachers 
who combine professional competence with teaching interests, but who 
neither desire nor are required to pursue research as a condition of their 
employment,” said Herbert Weisinger, graduate dean at the State 
University of New York at Stony Brook. He proposed a two-track 
program for Ph.D. candidates: the traditional one for those aiming to 
teach at the graduate level, and a new track for students who want to 
teach undergraduates. The latter would teach for two years in commun­
ity or four-year colleges in place of writing a research dissertation.
► What changes should be made in college and university curricula? 
To place more emphasis on true learning and less on the attainment of 
grades, should “Pass” and “Fail” replace the customary grades of a, b, 
c, d, and f?
Trend: Here, in the academic heart of the colleges and universities, 
some of the most exciting developments of the coming decade appear 
certain to take place. “From every quarter,” said Michael Brick and 
Earl J. McGrath in a recent study for the Institute of Higher Education 
at Teachers College of Columbia University, “evidence is suggesting
that the 1970’s will see vastly different colleges and universities from 
those of the 1960’s.” Interdisciplinary studies, honors programs, inde­
pendent study, undergraduate work abroad, community service proj­
ects, work-study programs, and non-Western studies were some of the 
innovations being planned or under way at hundreds of institutions.
Grading practices are being re-examined on many campuses. So are 
new approaches to instruction, such as television, teaching machines, 
language laboratories, comprehensive examinations. New styles in class­
rooms and libraries are being tried out; students are evaluating faculty 
members’ teaching performance and participating on faculty committees 
at more than 600 colleges, and plans for ^such activity are being made 
at several-score others.
By 1980, the changes should be vast, indeed.
BETWEEN NOW AND THE BEGINNING of the next 
decade, one great issue may underlie all the others 
—and all the others may become a part of it. 
When flatly stated, this issue sounds innocuous; yet its implications 
are so great that they can divide faculties, stir students, and raise pro­
found philosophical and practical questions among presidents, trustees, 
alumni, and legislators:
► What shall be the nature of a college or university in our society?
Until recently, almost by definition, a college  ^ or university was 
accepted as a neutral in the world’s political and ideological arenas; 
as dispassionate in a world of passions; as having what one observer 
called “the unique capacity to walk the razor’s edge of being both in 
and out of the world, and yet simultaneously in a unique relationship 
with it.”
The college or university was expected to revere knowledge, wher­
ever knowledge led. Even though its research and study might provide 
the means to develop more destructive weapons of war (as well as life­
saving medicines, life-sustaining farming techniques, and life-enhancing 
intellectual insights), it pursued learning for learning’s sake and rarely 
questioned, or was questioned about, the validity of that process.
The college or university was dedicated to the proposition that there 
were more than one side to every controversy, and that it would 
explore them alL The proponents of all sides had a hearing in the 
academic world’s scheme of things, yet the college or university, 
sheltering and protecting them all, itself would take no stand.
Today the concept that an institution of higher education should be 
neutral in political and social controversies—regardless of its scholars’ 
personal beliefs—is being challenged both on and off the campuses.
Those who say the colleges and universities should be “politicized” 
argue that neutrality is undesirable, immoral— and impossible. They say 
the academic community must be responsible, as Carl E. Schorske, 
professor of history at the University of California at Berkeley, wrote in 
Publications of the Modem Language Association, for the “implications 
of its findings for society and mankind.” “The scholar’s zeal for truth 
without consequences,” said Professor Schorske, has no place on the 
campus today.
Julian Bond, a Negro member of the Georgia state senate, argued
One great question 
will tower above' 
all others

the point thus, before the annual meeting of the American Council on 
Education:
“Man still makes war. He still insists that one group subordinate its 
wishes and desires to that of another. He still insists on gathering 
material wealth at the expense of his fellows and his environment. Men 
and nations have grown arrogant, and the struggle of the Twentieth 
Century has continued.
“And while the struggle has continued, the university has remained 
aloof, a center for the study of why man behaves as he does, but never a 
center for the study of how to make man behave in a civilized 
manner':. . .
“Until the university develops a politics or—in better terms, perhaps, 
for this gathering— a curriculum and a discipline that stifles war and 
poverty and racism, until then, the university will be in doubt.”
Needless to say, many persons disagree that the college or university 
should be politicized. The University of Minnesota’s President Malcolm 
Moos stated their case not long ago:
“More difficult than the activism of violence is the activism that 
seeks to convert universities, as institutions, into political partisans 
thumping for this or that ideological position. Yet the threat of this 
form of activism is equally great, in that it carries with it a threat to 
the unique relationship between the university and external social and 
political institutions.
“Specifically, universities are uniquely the place where society builds 
its capacity to gather, organize, and transmit knowledge; to analyze 
and clarify controverted issues; and to define alternative responses to 
issues. Ideology is properly an object of study or scholarship. But when 
it becomes the starting-point of intellect, it threatens the function 
uniquely cherished by institutions of learning.
“. . . It is still possible for members of the university community— 
its faculty, its students, and its administrators—to participate fully and 
freely as individuals or in social groups with particular political or ideo­
logical purposes. The entire concept of academic freedom, as developed 
on our campuses, presupposes a role for the teacher as teacher, and 
the scholar as scholar, and the university as a place of teaching and 
learning which can flourish free from external political or ideological 
constraints.
Every scholar who is also an active and perhaps passionate 
citizen . . . knows the pitfalls of ideology, fervor, and a priori truths 
as the starting-point of inquiry. He knows the need to beware of his 
own biases in his relations with students, and his need to protect their 
autonomy of choice as rigorously as he would protect his own. . . .
“Like the individual scholar, the university itself is no longer the 
dispassionate seeker after truth once it adopts controverted causes 
which go beyond the duties of scholarship, teaching, and learning. But 
unlike the individual scholar, the university has no colleague to light the 
fires of debate on controverted public issues. And unlike the individual 
scholar, it cannot assert simply a personal choice or judgment when 
it enters the field of political partisanship, but must seem to assert a 
corporate judgment which obligates, or impinges upon, or towers over 
what might be contrary choices by individuals within its community.
Should colleges 
and universities take 
ideological stands?
“To this extent, it loses its unique identity among our social institu­
tions. And to this extent it diminishes its capacity to protect the climate 
of freedom which nourishes the efficiency of freedom.”
WHAT WILL THE COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY be like, 
if it survives this tumultuous decade? If it comes 
to grips with the formidable array of issues that 
confront it? If it makes the painful decisions that meeting those issues 
will require?
Along the way, how many of its alumni and alumnae will give it the 
understanding and support it must have if it is to survive? Even if they 
do not always agree in detail with its decisions, will they grant it the 
strength of their belief in its mission and its conscience?
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Linda Morley: 
Student Activist
Linda Morley
Linda Morley '70 is a student activist who doesn't make headlines. In Novem- 25
ber, Linda led a campaign, but it wasn't against anything. It was for the Viet­
namese orphans in Bien Hoa, South Viet Nam. Linda organized a drive to 
collect Christmas toys, clothing, and candy for the children at the Holy Cross 
Orphanage. She drew some of her friends together and they all gathered enough 
donated items to fill 15 shipping cartons. Thanks to Linda and her committee, 
the hearts of over 100 children were also filled — filled with the happiness of 
knowing that someone bothered to care.
It is not surprising that Linda is one of the 40 college graduates in the 
nation recently chosen to serve with the American Red Cross in Vietnam for 
the coming year.
Among the items sent by Linda Morley and her committee, was a special gift camera 
for the Reverend Nguyen-Huu Hoa, director of the orphanage. Father sent back the 
above photo with his "ifeelings of gratitude and acknowledgement."
How can you, an educated Chris­
tian woman, make a concrete re­
sponse to the clamorning needs 
of your neighbor? Wherecanyour 
talents make their most telling 
contribution?The alternatives are 
many. On these pages are listed 
a few of the organizations and 
institutions seeking volunteers to 
help answer the needs of the 
elderly, the handicapped, the in­
firm, the disadvantaged, the least 
of His brethren. There are similar 
organizations and institutions in 
every city — need is not regional. 
Your community needs you. Con­
tact the Volunteer Service Bureau 
of yourCommunity WelfareCoun- 
cil.
AMHERST SENIOR CENTER 
Needs trained library workers to cat­
alog and classify books; hospitality 
hostesses; friendly visitors to call on 
persons in nursing homes and hospi­
tals.
BAKER HALL, LACKAWANNA 
Needs remedial reading tutors; aca­
demic tutors; lunch time cafeteria 
monitors.
BUFFALO AREA COUNCIL 
ON ALCOHOLISM
Needs speakers (trained by the agen­
cy) who are objective about the use 
of alcohol, to participate in school 
and youth programs on Alcohol Edu­
cation; catalogers and sorters of lit­
erature and other material.
BUFFALO ASSOCIATION FOR 
THE BLIND
Needs drivers (afternoon and eve­
ning); program chairmen to arrange 
for speakers, entertainment, etc.; as­
sistants to help with bowling activi­
ties (including scoring).
BUFFALO DIVISION OF RECREATION 
Needs recreation aides to assist in 
children's and adult's recreation and
athletic programs; aides for Senior 
Citizens program in games and social 
activities.
BUFFALO GENERAL HOSPITAL 
Needs clerical "floaters” for typing, 
filing, statistical service (Tuesday and 
Thursday afternoons); volunteers to 
sort and deliver mail, feed patients, 
run errands for nurses (mornings); 
flower delivery to patients (Saturday 
afternoons); supervisors for Saturday 
"Volunteen” program (once a month 
- November to May); evening nour­
ishment cart assistants (Monday, Wed­
nesday and Friday).
BUFFALO GENERAL HOSPITAL 
Needs friendly visitors to geriatric 
patients (Contact Mrs. Schroeder 885- 
2261); recreation leaders; music in­
structors; art teachers; interpreters for 
patients with language barriers; beau­
ticians; barbers; tutors; dance instruc­
tors; children's choral instructors.
CATHOLIC CHARITIES FAMILY 
COUNSELING CENTER 
Needs friendly visitors; drivers; home­
makers to assist elderly; adult tutors 
in everyday English; Spanish-English 
interpreters for clinics.
CEREBRAL PALSY ASSOCIATION 
Needs assistants for entertainment 
and supervision of handicapped child­
ren (days) and young adults (evenings 
and Saturdays) including arts and 
crafts and bowling; typists (days).
CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY 
Needs case aides, social work back­
ground desirable (5-6 hours, one day 
a week); drivers by appointment; at 
home office work including excellent 
group projects; part-time typists.
CHILDREN'S REHABILITATION 
CENTER '
Needs aides for occupational training 
program, O.T. or P.T. training needed 
or possibly Phys. Ed. or elementary 
teaching training (varying hours and
varying days).
HOLY FAMILY HOME,
WILLIAMSVILLE
Needs housekeeper assistant (5 hrs., 
Thursday through Sunday).
HOME AND INFIRMARY, ALDEN 
Needs friendly visitors; hospital aides 
to feed patients, write letters (daily); 
groups to entertain patients.
E. J. MEYER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
Needs general ward assistants, train­
ing given (days, evenings and week­
ends); visitors to adults and children 
and personal services (afternoonsand 
evenings).
FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICES 
Needs volunteers for home-delivered 
meals on the West Side of Buffalo; 
drivers, day chairmen and substitutes 
(11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. one day a 
week, Monday through Friday).
FRIENDSHIP HOUSE, LACKAWANNA 
Needs tutors for Language Enrichment 
and Math programs (sessions in Sep­
tember and January, hours after 
school, at tutor's convenience, 1:1 
ratio).
INGLESIDE HOME
Needs volunteers to present programs 
of interest to adolescent girls (eve­
nings 7-9, Thursday best).
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE 
Needs teachers to instruct foreign- 
born in English, all levels (weekday 
mornings).
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATION 
Needs visitors for patients in private 
nursing homes and homes (after­
noons); assistance with patient mail­
ing list.
MILLARD FILLMORE HOSPITAL 
Needs assistance with 101 jobs in­
cluding pediatric aides with training 
in child development or crafts; train­
ed library workers; creative writers
for newsletter with typing.
NAZARETH NURSING HOME 
Needs aides with training or interest 
in occupational therapy (days).
NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH CORPS-  
(CAO)
Needs college advisement counselors 
on individual or group basis (eve­
nings); tutors for disadvantaged high 
school students and dropouts (vary­
ing hours).
NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION 
FOR RETARDED CHILDREN 
Needs assistants in the classroom to 
care for the physical needs of the 
children; feeding, dressing, toileting 
(mornings and early afternoon).
RECREATION FOR THE ELDERLY 
Needs a director for a glee club; 
painting instructor; current events 
group discussion leader; book review­
er ( a few hours monthly).
ST. FRANCIS DE SALES SCHOOL 
Needs teachers of Negro History, re­
medial Math, remedial Reading, Mus­
ic and Art; assistance in setting up a 
book and filmstrip library; office and 
typing assistance.
TRAVELERS' AID SOCIETY 
Needs college women with good com­
munity knowledge and the ability to 
meet and talk with people, to act 
as case aides at the Buffalo Airport 
(hours flexible - days).
VISTEC -  VISITORS IN SERVICE TO 
ERIE COUNTY
Needs interpreters, friendly visitors, 
tutors, emergency babysitters, drivers 
to escort children and elderly to clin­
ics etc., handymen, and "just friends” 
for a young boy or girl who is seldom 
or never able to leave home. (Hours 
are flexible. Contact Mr. Curtis Bur­
ger, Erie County Department of So­
cial Services, Room 810, 210 Pearl 
Street Building, Buffalo, New York, 
14202).
Response 
From The
Chapters
Response
From
Classes
Our Greater Boston Chapter spon­
sored another successful Intercolle- 
giateSocial in March. Local alumni of 
St. Bonaventure, Niagara, Canisius, 
D'Youville and Rosary Hill were in­
vited to renew undergraduate friend­
ships which began at the college mix­
ers, sports events and academic ex­
changes. Alumni from these five West­
ern New York Catholic Colleges en­
joyed Man of La Mancha at Boston's 
Colonial Theatre. An informal social 
followed. The photo above was taken 
during the event's planning stage at 
the Waltham home of the Boston 
Chapter secretary, Patricia Lace Cas­
sell '65. Seated (from left) are: Sum­
ner Cressy, Canisius '68; Maureen 
Martello O'Connor, Rosary Hill '63; 
Anne Walpole Kittler, D'Youville '62. 
Standing (from left) are: Kenneth Kas- 
abian, Niagara '50; William Kilcoyne 
'58.
Reporter:
Joyce Fink
408 Ruskin Road
Eggertsville, N.Y. 14226
NEWS: Mary Grace Muffoletto Gore had 
a brief stay in Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
during February. She flew down for her 
sister's birthday and surprised her mother 
also. She returned to a house full of chick­
en pox. Mary is still active with the Quar­
tet; classmates were able to hear them at 
the January Rodgers and Hammerstein 
Pop Concert. During the days Mary teaches 
at Kadimah School and Maria, her young­
est, goes to Temple Beth El Nursery School 
three days a week, Kathy is at Millstream 
Kindergarten and her two boys are both 
in St. Edmund's School, so Mary has a 
time keeping track of fourdifferentschool 
schedules. At Kadimah she is teaching 25 
first graders and has two Rosary Hill 
students as teacher aides who Mary says 
are very capable girls.
Loretto Kogut writes that in addition 
to all her other musical activities in New 
York she has been invited to teach Voice 
and Chorus at the School of Performing 
Arts in Newark, New Jersey which she 
says she enjoys except for commuting.
Janet Cannon Mead and her husband 
enjoyed getting away from the snow by 
spending ten days in sunny Florida. Easter 
vacation found the entire family in Boston 
for fun and education. Janet's oldest, Pat­
ty, is following her mother's footsteps and 
is a frosh at Mt. St. Joseph's Academy and 
her sister Sharon will join her next fall. 
Janet and Dick enjoyed Mary Grace's Pop 
Concert and were looking for other class­
mates!
Rita Grodwohl Sweeney reports that 
husband Chris has been promoted to ano­
ther W. T. Grant in St. Mary's, Pa. as of 
mid February. It will bring Rita and fam­
ily a few hours closer to Buffalo and into 
the heart of the Pennsylvania mountain 
country with the Allegheny National For­
est in their backyard. Rita is finishing up 
her year as P.T.C. presidentatSt. Michael's 
School in Sunbury where her oldest, Shar­
on, is the school's Spelling Bee Champ. 
The four oldest children are all taking 
guitar lessons and play each Sunday at the 
Folk Mass. All four are avid campers and 
scouts and counting Chris's three years 
as assistant Cubmaster, the Sweeneys have 
twenty years of cumulative Scouting ex­
perience. The entire family will spend two 
weeks at Keuka Lake again this summer.
Kathleen Kinney llligsends her regards 
from Alexandria, Virginia. Her husband 
was transferred to FBI headquarters in 
September. They are enjoying their new 
home and are taking advantage of all the 
places to visit in the D.C. area. "Our big­
gest thrill was an invitation to attend pri­
vate religious ceremonies at the White 
House. After, we attended a reception 
and breakfast in the State Dining Room. 
The highlight was to meet President 
Nixon.''
MOVED: Kathleen Kinney lllig, 8502 Sta­
ble Drive, Alexandria, Virginia, 22308.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Due to mounting obliga­
tions, Joyce Fink is no longer able to con­
tinue as your Class Reporter. Since we 
can't "let George do it" (the Class of '52 
was not co-ed), a volunteer replacement 
is needed. We're hoping to hearfromyou.
[ T O  Reporter:
Dolores Attea Sapienza 
72 W. Royal Pkwy.
WilliamsviIle, N.Y.,14221
SYMPATHY: Margaret Roach O'Neil, Fath­
er, Norman Roach.
NEWS: Cold Buffalo weather did not pre­
vent the 17th annual reunion of the Class 
of '53. The Cloisters was the meeting place 
and Mary Jane Flanigen Cook is to be 
thanked for her assistance and co-opera­
tion in planning the reunion.
Among our classmates attending were 
Pat Crowley Hoodmaker who never loses 
her great sense of humor. Non Sequitor 
. .  . . She is teaching at St. Francis.
Ann Deck Hamilton traveled from Al- 
den to be with us. With seven children, 
ranging from 2 to 12, Ann has her work 
cut out for her.
Joanne Decot Rayhill told us about her 
sixteen year old daughter going to her 
first formal. Joanne is doing her own 
thing: self-portraits. Great for the psyche!
Gerry Drexelius Kennedy is keeping 
trim these days. She joined a tennis club 
and is ardent in her intent to master the 
sport. A trip is in the offing for Gerry . . . 
to Atlanta with husband Bernie.
Everyone's traveling! Peg Roach O'Neil 
and her husband Dick are Hawaii-bound 
this fall. Trudy Swanie Wetlaufer and her 
husband Don were on their way to Hawaii 
too.
We missed seeing the remaining 
'53ers. Hope next year you'll be able to 
join us for the 18th.
Reporter:
Rosemarie Lanza Miano 
165 Browning Drive 
Hamburg, N.Y. 14075
BIRTHS: Margaret Daley Ruhland, adaugh-
1ter, Andrea, November 14, 1969; Barbara 
Czwojdak Kehlbeck, a daughter; Michael- 
een Olkowski Duquin, a daughter, Monica, 
April 8, 1969; Estelle Palmer Young, a 
son, Francis, November 7, 1969.
NEWS: Guided Observation run by Am­
herst's Adult Education Program takes up 
2 hrs. of Kay Doll McLeron's time one 
morning a week. Here, mothers of 4 year 
olds who are to start kindergarten the 
following Fall, can watch these youngsters 
at play and discuss theirfindings with other 
mothers. Kay has also been taking a course 
in Ceramics this year and found it a handy 
hobby duning Christmas time for gift­
making.
It was nice chatting with Hlldegarde 
Fischer Rauh. To my knowledge she wins 
our class' population contribution with 
six children ranging in age from 1-8. No. 
one wonders what she does with her time.
Doreen McCormick Cutting is taking 
courses in Sculpture and Photography at 
S.U.N.Y.A.B. toward her M.F.A. In Novem­
ber of last year several of her water colors 
were exhibited in the Art Department's 
Group Alumnae Show at R.H.C. Doreen, 
Paul and their three children: Paul Jr., 6; 
Lincoln, 4; and Deirdre, 2 belong to the 
Buffalo Ski Club in Colden, N.Y. As one 
would expect, almost every Winter week­
end is spent there.
June 20 should find Mary Jo Pouthler 
and a teacher friend embarking on a cross­
country tour. They plan to visit 37 States 
by September 1.
Mickey McGarry Hanzel sent this pho­
to of her children (left to right): Angela, 
Martha, Matthew, and Mary. From what 
we hear, 1969 was quite a year for the 
Hanzels: husband Keith graduated from 
law school, passed the Bar and joined a 
firm in St. Paul; baby Martha arrived as a 
graduation present; and the family moved 
into "the” house with all the room and 
land they had dreamed of. We're holding 
our breath for the news Mickey's visit at 
Homecoming will bring.
MOVED: Gertrude Mamrod Wagner (Mrs. 
Norman J.), R.D. 3, Box 217 A, Cam­
bridge Springs, Pennsylvania, 16403.
Reporter:
Theresa Mazzarini Marinaro 
324 Norwalk Avenue 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14216
NEWS: We received a note from Joyce 
Mlskuf Taylor, in which she gives us a lit­
tle recap of her life since college. In 1967, 
she and her husband, Michael, left for 
Nigeria, after two years with the Peace 
Corps. Mike was a PC physician, and 
Joyce taught Music and Science in a Cath­
olic grammar school. From there, they 
moved to San Francisco. They have two 
girls, and are making plans to return East 
in September, 1970. They will be moving
to Boston, where Mike will receive train­
ing for Community Medicine at Harvard. 
She includes her future address, hoping 
to hear from friends in the area: 199 
Park Drive, Boston, Mass.
Mary Foran Reardon also dropped a 
line to announce the birth of her fourth 
child. Besides the baby, her family in­
cludes: Mariliz, 5, Robert, 3, and John, 1. 
Mary also finds time to teach a first- 
grade C.C.D. class. The winters in Min­
nesota are really cold. It went as low as 
-32° this year.
Gerry Nowak is enjoying a much dif­
ferent climate. She is working in Monter­
ey, California, and loves the sunshine.
For the past few years, I have enjoyed 
gathering news for the Response. Begin­
ning with the next issue, Marge Conway 
Rittling will be your new class reporter. 
I'm sure she would appreciate hearing 
from you. I am including her address and 
phone number for that purpose: Marge 
Conway Rittling, 277 Wellington Road, 
Buffalo, N.Y. (838-1538).
MOVED: Geraldine Nowak, 414 Larkin 
Road, Apt. # 4 , Monterey, Calif. 93940. 
Barbara Metz Barber (Mrs. Richard T.), 
506 N. Williams Dr., Palatine, III. 60067; 
Joanne McKernan Zimmer, (Mrs. Richard), 
4860 Woodbriar Dr.,Syracuse, N.Y. 13215.
r  O  Reporter:
Carol Cusker Burns 
49 Cadman Drive 
Williamsville, N.Y. 14221
BIRTHS: Joanne Flnaldl Senall, a son, John 
Christopher, February 5, 1970. Maureen 
Kelsey Kolb, a daughter, Maribeth, Jan­
uary, 1970.
NEWS: Kathy Heverln Sambora wrote from 
her new home in Liberty, N.Y., where her 
husband was transferred as a district per­
sonnel director for N.Y.S. Electric and 
Gas. Kathy is keeping busy with Matthew, 
3, and Martin, 2, and hopes to have "lots 
of company” since Liberty is a stopover 
point between Buffalo and New York City.
Judy Van Tuyl Ciccone and her daugh­
ter, Kristin, 4, participated in a Guided 
Observation Program, sponsored by Am­
herst Central for pre-schoolers this year. 
Judy found the discussion groups very 
worthwhile. They focused on child-rear­
ing, particularly the various phases of 
early education.
Noreen Kiggins Pitts and Jim vaca­
tioned last fall in the Virgin Islands, and 
the family spent the Christmas holidays 
visiting relatives and friends in Buffalo 
and Rochester. Noreen says she loves her 
new home "in the woods” in Connecticut.
Betsy Rolling Erdman, Gall Maurer Alt­
man, and myself are enthusiastic parti­
cipants in our parish's Bishop's Commit­
tee Program.
Barbara Mlrante was voted one of
1969's Most Outstanding Young Women 
in Utica. Congratulations, Barb, on such 
a well-deserved honor.
Bonny Salva McMorrow and her hus­
band, Dan, faithfully followed the "pro­
gress" of the Buffalo Bills last season from 
their regular seats behind the Bills'bench.
Joan Becker Borzilleri and her family 
spent the Christmas holidays in Buffalo, 
and stopped for a visit with Judy Van Tuyl 
Ciccone. Joan is kept busy with herdaugh- 
ter, Laura, 5, and doing some, public re­
lations work for the Girl Scouts in the 
Chicago area.
Margaret Lemblcz Schmitt was in Buf­
falo in April visiting Louise Czuprynskl 
who is working at U.B. as a research as­
sistant in the Lockwood Memorial Library. 
Margaret's next stop was San Francisco 
to meet her husband Neal who was there 
to take a three-week trust banking course. 
The Schmitts are now living at 4101 Cha­
teau Drive, Greensboro, N.C. and welcome 
any classmates who may be travelling 
through.
r  A  Reporter:
O ^ T  Joan Ervolina Ess 
294 Evane Dr.
Depew, N.Y. 14043
BIRTHS: Mary Brooks Sheehan, a son, 
Robert Brooks, February 16, 1970; Pat 
Carroll Hettrick, a daughter, March 16, 
1970; Rosemary Odojewskl Teubner, a 
son, Brian, October, 1979; Barbara Wis­
niewski Schott, a daughter, Deborah Lynn, 
September, 1969.
NEWS: Several phone calls brought news 
from our former classmates. Pat Martin 
Leffler has moved into her new home in 
Amherst. Pat is teaching Biology at South 
Park High School. Her husband has just 
received his doctorate in Chemical Engin­
eering.
Mary Ellen Corbett is teaching in Buf­
falo, and has moved to an apartment in 
the Boulevard Towers.
Elinor Malone Rice is working for the 
Welfare Department. Her husband has re­
cently received his Master's Degree in So­
cial Welfare. Lynn, the mother of a two- 
year-old son, is proud of her husband's 
latest accomplishment.
Michele Tauriello Andolina is a sub­
stitute teacher in Buffalo. Grandpa is the 
capable baby sitter for Robbie, who is not 
quite two. Michele's husband has received 
his Master's Degree in Education.
The majority of our class is living out 
of town. This makes it extremely difficult 
for me to obtain news. Please, out-of- 
towners, drop me a line, as we are very 
interested in you.
MOVED: Mary Ellen Corbett, Boulevard 
Towers, Apt. 211, Meyer Road, Amherst, 
New York.
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Reporter:
Judith Frey 
45 Garland Dr. 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14226
NEWS: Once again, spring seems to have 
put the traveling bug into several of our 
classmates. Pat Stabler, who now resides 
and teaches in Delmar, a suburb of Al­
bany, spent several days in New Orleans. 
Pat reports that one of the high points of 
the trip was watching Al Hirt perform at 
his club.
Speaking of traveling, Cora Berde is 
planning the trip to top all trips - a journ­
ey around the world. Leaving in mid-April, 
she will stop to visit relatives and friends 
in various European countries, then journ­
ey on to such exotic places as Turkey, 
Greece, Lebanon, India, Thailand, Cam­
bodia, Hong Kong, and Japan. She hopes 
eventually to end her journey in Hawaii, 
and live there about a year. We all wish 
Cora the best of luck on her great adven­
ture.
Some very exciting things have been 
happening to Anne Wolf. Anne took this 
year off from her teaching job at the Heim 
Road Middle School. She spent the first 
semester working on her degree, and re­
ceived her Masters from State in January. 
Since January, she has been teaching Eng­
lish at the Congolese Teachers' College in 
Kikwit in the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo. Anne's sister, Sister Helen Ann, 
who belongs to the Sisters of Saint Mary 
of Namur, teaches at a mission school in 
Djuma, only about 140 miles away from 
Anne. Sister Helen Ann teaches chemistry, 
but she teaches it in the French language! 
Both she and Anne have been able to get 
together and have enjoyed some wonder­
ful times. Anne will probably be returning 
home some time in July.
Recently, Pat Kondziela attended a 
study seminar in Miami on the procedure 
of clotting mechanisms. She was sent to 
the seminar by Millard Fillmore Hospital. 
On her own time, Pat has been devising 
a new method for doing a Prothrombin 
time by employing a micro technique. 
Such a method would require much less 
blood than is now used in these tests, 
and would be particularly helpful to older 
patients who have difficulty in frequently 
giving quantities of blood for the tests.
Josephine Lombardo, a grad of RHC 
and the University of Bonn, West Germany, 
was selected to lead a student group to 
Germany this summer as part of the Ex­
periment In International Living program.
Reporter:
Donna Kelly Hughes 
4920 Kraus Road 
Clarence, N.Y. 14301
BIRTHS: Catherine Baldwin Ealy, a son, 
Mark John, January 22, 1970; Rosemary 
Crlqui Cooley, a son Sean Joseph, Octo­
ber 1969; Barbara Johnston Bowers, a 
daughter, Wendy Elizabeth, November 12, 
1969; Sheryl Rice Olson, a daughter, Chris­
tine Louise, April 12, 1969.
NEWS: Barbara Johnston Bowers has re­
turned to teaching since the birth of her 
daughter. She is teaching reading, morn­
ings, at Heim Elementary in Williamsville, 
where she taught full time last year. Barb 
says that she likes it very much, especially 
the hours. Barb also reports that Kathy 
Baldwin Ealy and her husband and baby 
are now living in Corning, N.Y. Even farther 
away, however, is Rosie Criqui Cooley. She 
and her husband, Joe, are presently living 
in South Africa, where their son was born.
Sherry Rice Olson, her husband, Ron, 
and daughter, Christine, recently moved 
back to Connecticut from Palo Alto, Cali­
fornia. Ron is in sales with a radio station 
in Southington, and Sherry will be teaching 
high school Math three. The Olson's are 
thrilled to be back East.
Mary Valenti, having completed her 
masters at Georgetown, is still living in 
the Washington D.C. area. She is teaching 
high school French in Greenbelt, Md.
Sheila Sullivan is in her fourth year of 
teaching at School 82 in Buffalo. She still 
has the fourth grade and loves it. Sheila 
has taken several trips during vacations, 
and has most recently visited Mexico over 
the Easter recess.
Your reporter, (Donna Kelly Hughes), 
visited Switzerland and Paris over Easter. 
My husband, Pat, and I chaperoned a ski 
trip from Bishop Neumann to Montreaux, 
Switzerland. The side trip to Paris was also 
included, for those who wished to take 
advantage.
MOVED: Sheryl Rice Olson (Mrs. Ronald 
K.), 78 Laning St., Kenmore Apts., Bldg. 3, 
Apt. 2C, Southington, Conn. 06489.
Reporter:
Diane Thurston 
122 Crystal Ave. 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14220
BIRTHS: Ceorgeann Smith Feldman, twin 
sons, Thomas James Jr. and JamesThomas, 
September 22, 1969; Barbara Cullen Me 
Ewan, a son, John, February, 19, 1970.
NEWS: I was very happy to receive a letter 
from Ceorgeann Smith Feldman. She and 
her husband, Tom, are living in a new home 
in Batavia. They have three children, a lit­
tle girl, 18 months, Kristen Lynn, and the 
twin boys — who were a complete sur­
prise. Although she has her hands full at 
home, Georgeann is keeping up her medi­
cal technology training, by taking emer­
gency call at the local hospital. Her hus­
band, Tom, is now employed as assistant 
comptroller at Genesee Memorial Hos­
pital.
Marilyn McMahon Eruimy reports that
all is well on the Riviera in France. Her 
husband, Jean, is chief engineer for the 
city of Cannes, France. After two years 
of teaching English in the French high 
schools, Marilyn has become "but a sim­
ple housewife" busy caring for Caroline 
Louise, born inMay.TheEruimy'shavehad 
the pleasure of vis its from Mary Moran and 
Sister Marilyn OSF, and have the welcome 
mat out for any world travelers visiting 
Cannes, the home of the famous film fes­
tivals. They plan an annual trip to the states 
this spring, and hope to be able to attend 
Homecoming.
I'm sorry I haven't any more news. 
Please write and let me know about your­
self, or someone you would like to hear 
about. Thank you.
I spent Easter vacation in Los Angeles, 
California, visiting Sue Jenkins, who is 
now enjoying that wonderful California 
sun-life. Sue is teaching kindergarten at the 
Inez School in Alhambra. Sue reports that 
she would love to hear from her friends 
from RHC.
Barbara Cullen  McEwan wrote that she 
and Jack and daughter Kelly returned from 
Spain in January. Six weeks later their son 
John was born. The McEwans have now 
taken up residence in Chicago where Jack 
is Food and Beverage manager of the Ex­
ecutive House Hotel. Their new address is: 
5100 Marine Drive, Apt. 12L, Chicago, 
Illinois 60640.
Reporter:
Bella Tato
2401 Whitney Ave.
Niagara Falls, N.Y. 14301
ENGAGEMENTS: Susan Kolod to Robert 
Finn, April 18, 1970; Jill Kuhn to Michael 
Sergefield; Dawn Mucci to Ray Pierce, Feb­
ruary 7, 1970.
MARRIAGES: Kathleen Colangelo to Mich­
ael Hadden, June 6, 1970; Toni Ann Vig- 
giano to Daniel Tropea, June 27, 1970.
NEWS: Nancy Martin and her future hus­
band, Second Lieutenant Robert Bologna, 
will be living near Phoenix, Arizona after 
their wedding on October 4, 1970. Bob 
will be stationed at Williams Air Force Base.
Anne Montesano Fera has left Niagara 
Falls, and is now teaching in San Angelo, 
Texas. Anne's husband Tony is stationed 
there with Air Force Security.
We lost one Niagaran, but gained 
another. Chris Huer has returned from 
the Adirondacks and is now teaching sixth 
grade in a parochial school here.
Shirley Hyla, a January graduate, has 
also joined the teaching forces here. Re­
member: Elementary Education was our 
largest concentration!
Our classmates from Syracuse have 
joined with other RHC alumnae in an 
effort to create a Chapter in that city. 
They sponsored a tea for incoming Fresh-
men in March and are planning many so­
cial events. Good work girls.
Well ladies, our column is shrinking 
and sinking — PLEASE, drop me a line!
A COMMUNITY SERVICE 
(cont'd. from p. 5)
tors is nowhere better expressed than 
in the Declaration on Religious Free­
dom of the Vatican Council:
"Therefore, this . . . synod urges 
everyone, especially those who are 
involved with the task of educating 
others, to do their utmost to form 
men who . . .  will come to decisions 
on their own judgement and in the 
light of truth . . . willing always to 
join with others in cooperative ef­
fort. "
Perhaps we might all better be 
images of the Christian, Paul, in and 
of an assembled church where, "they 
live in common . . .toservethe needs 
of the others.”
OUTSTANDING YOUNG WOMEN 
IN AMERICA (cont'd. from p. 7)
Kathy and her husband have been 
active members in such groups as 
the Buffalo Professional Sodality at 
Canisius College — now known as the 
Christian Life Community, I CAN, 
and the Legion of Mary. In the latter 
organization, they were involved with 
liturgical education.
Kathy and Bob have also been 
involved in the religious education 
of public school students in their par­
ish, serving as social Christianity 
teachers for the past two years.
Along this line of educational 
work, Kathy has been invited to speak 
to high school students about such 
topics as "Woman” and "Sexuality.” 
She and her husband have both spok­
en to groups regarding their Extension 
Lay Volunteer experience.
Kathy is a member of the Bishop's 
Committee Home Discussion Group 
and worked on the revision of some 
of the 1969-70 agendas.
She has presented two television 
programs in the past two years for
the Buffalo Diocesan Confraternity 
of Christian Doctrine. Working with 
high school seniors, Kathy presented 
panel discussions and a short dramat­
ic piece.
Her political involvement extends 
locally, nationally and international­
ly. She worked for the New Democrat­
ic Coalition in the 1969 Primary and 
participated in the Grape Boycott and 
the November Moratorium.
COMMUNITY LEADER IN AMERICA 
(cont'd. from p. 8)
of Western New York to feature in 
the auction. The Book Sale has come 
to be well known as an excellent sys­
tem of getting good books into the 
hands of people who need them and 
into libraries whose budgets are not 
always high enough to meet their 
needs.
The American Association of Uni­
versity Women did well in involving 
Mrs. Elmer in this project, as she 
herself has had numerous articles and 
books published. Her contributions 
to published literature have been in 
the area of education as well as 
juvenile stories and poetry.
Her education articles have ap­
peared in Instructor Magazine, Grade 
Teacher, Jack and Jill, Parents' mag­
azine, the New York State Teachers 
Journal and in other similar periodi­
cals.
Three of her juvenilestories which 
appeared in the Junior Red Cross 
Magazine have been chosen to ap­
pear in Scribner's anthologies of child­
ren's stories. Several of her poems, 
plays, and pageants were included in 
the Golden Book of Program Material 
published by F. A. Owen Publishing 
Company. Seasonal articles have ap­
peared in the Buffalo Evening News 
and the Magnificat. Two of her stor­
ies for children have been transposed 
into Braille for use by the American 
Institute for the Blind.
Because of her consistently active 
contributions to published literature,
Mrs. Elmer has held membership in 
the National League of American Pen 
Women, Western New York Branch, 
since 1946. She has served the Asso­
ciation as a member of their Executive 
Board, as Secretary of the WNY Branch 
for a two year term, and as President 
of the WNY Branch from 1959-1961.
Mrs. Elmer's community activities 
have set her apart from the ordinary. 
Her recognition as a "Community 
Leader of America” is well-earned.
But by far her greatest achieve­
ment is that 48-hour day she seems 
to have discovered!
AIRPORT DISPLAY —
Rosary Hill College is receiving in­
ternational exposure through the 
above brain-child of Vice President 
for Development Eugene Heidenburg. 
The display was set up at the Buffalo 
International Airport this spring. De­
signed by Mr. Samuel Palmeri, free­
lance artist, the display was con­
structed by the college maintenance 
staff. As a result of the display, ap­
proximately 100 inquiries have come 
to the Admissions Office to date. 
Three fourths of the inquiring stu­
dents are from New York State; the 
others hail from the states of Massa­
chusetts, Michigan, Maryland, Penn­
sylvania, Connecticut, Ohio, New 
Hampshire and New Jersey. Two re­
quests for further information came 
from Mexico. Many of these inquiries 
are from students already enrolled in 
other colleges who would like to 
transfer; some are planning ahead 
for enrollment in '72; and about25% 
of the inquiries have been from pros­
pective male students.
Send
aletter
to North Vietnam.
Right now hundreds of Americans are being held captive in North Vietnam.A few prisoners have made it back. They talk about bamboo cages. Vicious beatings. Malnutrition. Humiliation.But the North Vietnamese will tell us nothing. And. it’s this silence that makes our appeal more urgent.For the families at home, there is no word on who’s alive. Who’s dead. Or even who’s being held. There is nothing. Except the anguish of not knowing.Maybe you can change this. By writing to the one man who can change it: The Presi­dent of North Vietnam.Ask him to release the names of prison­ers, allow them to write to their families, and let the Red Cross inspect the prisons to
insure proper medical treatment and living conditions.Remind him that he is bound by the 1949 Geneva Convention which his country signed. And by the Istanbul resolution.North Vietnamese leaders do care about American public opinion. And if they think they can gain something by bowing to it, they will.But one letter won’t do it. Or a thousand. Maybe it will take millions. So we’ve got to write now. All of us. And often.Write a letter tonight. And send it to: Office of the President, Democratic Repub­lic of Vietnam, Hanoi, North Vietnam.It’ll cost you a quarter. But it might save a life.
THE AMERICAN RED CROSS +
Maybe they’ll open it
Linda E. Carter *62
161 A. Kenville Rd.
B u ffalo , N. Y . 14215
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